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FACE THE NATION

03/03/19 Guests: John Bolton, National Security Adviser, Trump administration (1); Representative Adam Schiff (D-CA), 
Chairman, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (2); Senator Doug Jones (D-AL), author, “Bending 
Toward Justice: The Birmingham Church Bombing that Changed the Course of Civil Rights” (4); David Nakamura, 
The Washington Post (5); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (5); David Sanger, The New York Times (5); Paula Reid, CBS 
News Correspondent (5)
Guest Correspondent: Charlie D’Agata, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (3)
1) Topics include: defense of the U.S. – North Korea summit between President Trump and leader Kim Jong-un / details 
of the offers and counteroffers made during the summit / need for North Korea to denuclearize / President Trump’s 
commitment to continue to negotiate; American student Otto Warmbier, who died after being released from North 
Korea; request for information about Mr. Bolton’s personal security clearance from the House Oversight Committee
2) Topics include: broadening of the investigation into President Trump’s personal business and finances / this week’s 
testimony from former Trump personal attorney Michael Cohen / Representative Schiff’s belief that there is direct and 
circumstantial evidence of collusion with Russia / response to Republican leader Kevin McCarthy’s call for 
Representative Schiff to recuse himself because of his contact with Mr. Cohen; Representative Schiff’s reaction to Mr. 
Bolton’s description of what happened at the U.S. – North Kore Summit 
3) a report from Syria, including an excerpt of an interview with Hoda Muthana, recorded yesterday in a refugee camp. 
Muthana is an American woman who, in 2014, joined ISIS (ISIL/Daesh) and married an ISIS fighter. Muthana’s desire 
to return to the United States with her young son has been refused by the Trump administration.
4) Topics include: former Alabama resident Hoda Muthana’s case; Senator Jones’ new book / voting rights for 
minorities / shooting death of Stephon Clark by two Sacramento police officers / First Step Act; being a Democrat in the 
“very red state” of Alabama
5) Topics include: U.S. – North Korea summit between President Trump and leader Kim Jong-un / Mr. Nakamura’s 
question to Kim Jong-un; this week’s testimony from former Trump personal attorney Michael Cohen / reaction to 
claims made during Representative Schiff’s appearance; President Trump’s speech at CPAC / Republican Party support 
of President Trump; Mr. Trump’s expressed support for the recently indicted Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

03/10/19 Guests: Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-MA), 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (1); former Governor John 
Hickenlooper (D-CO), 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (2); former acting FBI Director Andrew McCabe, 
author, “The Threat: How the FBI Protects America in the Age of Terror and Trump” (3); Senator John Kennedy (R-
LA) (4); Toluse Olorunnipa, The Washington Post (5); David Frum, The Atlantic (5); Gerald Seib, The Wall Street 
Journal (5); Susan Glasser, The New Yorker (5); William Burns, former Deputy Secretary of State, author, “The Back 
Channel: A Memoir of American Diplomacy and the Case for Its Renewal” (6)
Guest Correspondent: Ed O’Keefe, CBS News Political Correspondent (1)
1) Topics include: Senator Warren’s proposal to break up tech companies; fundraising efforts; her views on comments 
made by Representative Ilhan Omar of Minnesota
2) Topics include: reaction to Senator Warren’s proposal to break up big tech companies / Mr. Hickenlooper’s 
reluctance to call himself a “proud capitalist”; reasons behind his candidacy
3) Topics include: sentencing of former Trump campaign chairman Paul Manafort / reaction to the “incredibly lenient 
sentence” / President Trump’s public statements about Mr. Manafort; Mr. Trump’s former attorney Michael Cohen; the 
President’s attacks on Mr. McCabe’s credibility / texts between Lisa Page and Peter Strzok
4) Topics include: Senator Kennedy’s response to Mr. McCabe’s appearance / criticism of Mr. McCabe; sentencing of 
Mr. Manafort; President Trump’s admission that he had discussed a presidential pardon with Michael Cohen
5) Topics include: Democratic presidential candidates and their views on capitalism / energy in the Democratic Party / 
Senator Warren’s proposal to break up tech companies; reaction from House Democrats on comments made by 
Representative Ilhan Omar of Minnesota / charges of anti-Semitism from President Trump against Democrats; Mr. 
Frum’s article in The Atlantic on dealing with the challenge of population growth and immigration
6) Topics include: the case for renewing diplomacy / Russia / President Trump’s relationship with Vladimir Putin / Mr. 
Trump’s impact on “our stature and our influence in the world” / attempts at diplomacy with North Korea / President 
Trump’s decision to pull out of the Iranian nuclear deal

03/17/19 Guests: Mick Mulvaney, acting White House Chief of Staff (1); Senator Tim Kaine (D-VA) (2); Preet Bharara, former 
United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York (SDNY), author, “Doing Justice: A Prosecutor’s 
Thoughts on Crime, Punishment, and the Rule of Law” (3); Jamal Simmons, Hill.TV (5) (6); Amy Walter, Cook 
Political Report (5) (6); Ramesh Ponnuru, The National Review, Bloomberg Opinion (6); Mark Landler, The New York 
Times (6)
Guest Correspondents: Ed O’Keefe, CBS News Political Correspondent (4) (5); James Brown, CBS News Special 
Correspondent (7)
1) Topics include: terror attack in New Zealand by a white supremacist / President Trump’s reluctance to see white 
nationalism as a rising threat / Islamophobia; projects selected to lose funding in order to secure funds for the border 
wall
2) Topics include: Senator Kaine’s reaction to President Trump saying he does not think white nationalism is a rising 
threat around the world; his heated exchange with Secretary of Defense Shanahan over the lack of a list of military 
projects that would be directly impacted by funding cuts due to re-allocating funds for the President’s border wall; 
Senator’s trip to Colombia / situation in Venezuela
3) Topics include: Mr. Bharara’s book; delay in sentencing Trump campaign deputy Rick Gates / possible risks to the 
President by the investigations conducted by the SDNY / Paul Manafort’s overall sentence of seven and a half years
4) a report on some of the current and possible 2020 Democratic presidential candidates:  former Vice President Joe 
Biden, Senator Kirsten Gillibrand, Senator Cory Booker, former Representative Beto O’Rourke; and Maryland 
Governor Larry Hogan, who former Republican Governor Jeb Bush hopes will possibly challenge President Trump
5) Topics include: possibility of former Vice President Joe Biden possible candidacy / issues facing Democrats / 
congressional seats / former Representative Beto O’Rourke
6) Topic include: twelve Republican senators who voted to disapprove President Trump’s national emergency 
declaration; the President’s foreign policy decisions / Mr. Trump’s focus on immigration / issues facing Democrats and 
the field of 2020 candidates
7) a report/interview with Michael Thomas of the New York Giants, Austin Carr of the New Orleans Saints and Ryan 
Hunter of the Kansas City Chiefs – all of whom are interning on Capitol Hill
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

03/24/19 Guests: Representative Adam Schiff (D-CA), Chairman, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (1); 
Representative Jim Jordan (R-OH), Ranking Member, House Oversight Committee (2); Representative Hakeem Jeffries 
(D-NY), Democratic Caucus Chairman (3); Paula Reid, CBS News Correspondent (4); Jonathan Turley, CBS News 
Legal Analyst (4); Ed O’Keefe, CBS News Political Correspondent (4); Susan Davis, National Public Radio (NPR) (4); 
General John Allen (retired), United States Marine Corps, President, Brookings Institution (5); Charlie D’Agata, CBS 
News Foreign Correspondent (6) 
1) Topics include: conclusion of special counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation / look back at previous statements made 
by Representative Schiff about the Trump campaign, collusion and the Mueller investigation / House Speaker Nancy 
Pelosi’s plan to boycott Attorney General William Barr’s briefing to key members of Congress / call for transparency / 
impeachment
2) Topics include: conclusion of special counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation / the need to see the report / 
Republicans claiming vindication / reasoning behind Representative Jordan’s skepticism of the probe from the 
beginning / belief that Democrats are determined to go after President Trump regardless / zero evidence of any type on 
collusion between the Trump campaign and Russia to influence the election
3) Topics include: speculation regarding Attorney General William Barr’s summary of the Mueller report, set to be 
released later this afternoon / call for a release of the entire report, as well as underlying documentation / response to 
Republicans who say that Democrats are set on impeachment / Democratic agenda in Congress / finding common 
ground on issues with President Trump
4) Topics include: speculation regarding Attorney General William Barr’s summary of the Mueller report / what the 
conclusion of special counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation means for President Trump, his family members, 
campaign and administration / Attorney General Barr / public response / reaction from Democrats / Speaker Pelosi’s 
plan to boycott Attorney General Barr’s briefing to key members of Congress / calls from Democrats for transparency / 
Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein  / other investigations into President Trump’s business, Inauguration fund and 
campaign finance violations
5) Topics include: official defeat of ISIS (ISIL/Daesh) in Iraq and Syria / belief that there is still a threat posed by the 
terror group / U.S. troops remaining in Syria; current deployment of U.S. troops to the U.S border with Mexico
6) a report on what it’s been like covering the final push against ISIS (ISIL/Daesh) in Syria

03/31/19 Guests: Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (1); Senator Rick Scott (R-FL) (2); 
Gayle King, co-anchor, CBS THIS MORNING (3); Ed O’Keefe, CBS News Political Correspondent (4); Jamal 
Simmons, Hill.TV (4); Caitlin Huey-Burns, CBS News Political Reporter (4); Jamelle Bouie, CBS News Political 
Analyst, The New York Times (4) (5); Jonah Goldberg, National Review (5); Kelsey Snell, National Public Radio 
(NPR) (5); Anna Palmer, Politico (5)
1) Topics include: allegations from Nevada Democrat Lucy Flores against Vice President Joe Biden for inappropriate 
touching; differences between President Trump and Senator Sanders’ desire to replace the Affordable Care Act 
(Obamacare) / cutting prescription drug costs in the United States / plans to reintroduce Medicare for all; President 
Trump’s threat to shutdown portions of the southern border and cut aid to Central American countries for not reducing 
the flow migrants to the U.S. / call for a humane policy; campaign contributions / plan to release his tax returns / 
challenge to Mr. Trump to do the same
2) Topics include: criticism of Medicare for all / possible input from the White House on a Republican alternative to 
Obamacare / higher prescription drug prices in the United States / Senator Scott’s “focus on driving down costs” / 
criticism of Nancy Pelosi and the Medicare for all proposal; border security
3) a preview of Ms. King’s interview with Dr. Vanessa Tyson, who accused Virginia Lt. Governor Justin Fairfax of 
sexual assault, for CBS THIS MORNING
4) Topics include: role of Medicare for all in 2020 Democratic platforms for president / Sanders campaign in 2020 
versus 2016 / Vice President Joe Biden / Mayor Pete Buttigieg / other possible Democratic contenders / reaction to the 
Mueller report by campaigning Democrats
5) Topics include: President Trump’s threat to shutdown portions of the southern border and cut aid to Central 
American countries for not reducing the flow migrants to the U.S.; Mueller report; internal fight within the Democratic 
Party / President Trump’s habit of linking Democratic party to socialism / Medicare for all; anticipating the early May 
testimony from the attorney general on the Mueller report
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60 MINUTES

03/03/19 “This is no ordinary lawsuit.” – a report on Juliana versus the United States, an unusual lawsuit filed by 12 young 
Americans, including children, against the federal government for denying constitutional rights to a stable environment by 
failing to stop the use of fossil fuels. The lawsuit claims the government was aware of the link between greenhouse gases 
and global warming, going back fifty years -- beginning with the presidency of Lyndon Johnson, yet made no effort to 
convene. Includes interviews with: Kelsey Juliana, plaintiff; Levi Draheim, plaintiff; Julia Olson, Oregon lawyer, 
executive director of non-profit Our Children’s Trust; Ann Carlson, environmental law professor, UCLA; and Jayden 
Foytlin, plaintiff. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Draggan Mihailovich)
“Off Track” – a report on Positive Train Control (PTC), a train safety control Congress has mandated for most of 
America’s major commuter and freight rail lines. The technology was supposed to be installed by 2015, but Congress has 
extended the deadline twice, now to 2020. PTC is a computerized system that uses technology like Wi-Fi and GPS to 
transmit information from sensors and signals along the tracks to and from the trains, amounting to an automated braking 
system that would prevent deadly accidents. Includes interviews with: Mark James, a CSX freight train engineer who was 
involved in a train crash in Cayce, South Carolina in 2018; Robert Sumwalt, chairman, National Transportation Safety 
Board; Albert Linden, owner of electrical contracting business; and Pat Desir, engineer, Southeastern Pennsylvania 
Transportation Authority. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Sarah Koch, Chrissy Jones)
“Cracking The Code” – a report on the efforts to narrow the gender gap between men and women in computing jobs and 
the program that’s teaching 10 million school girls the STEM (science, technology, engineering and math), with a specific 
focus on computer coding. Includes interviews with: Bonnie Ross, Corporate Vice President, Microsoft Studios, who is 
determined to recruit more women for her team; Hadi Partovi, CEO of the non-profit Code.org, who hopes to close the 
tech-skills gender gap; Alexis Dixon, teacher, Brooklyn Arbor Public School, who teaches computer science; and 
unnamed students at Marymount Girls School in New York.  (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: Rome Hartman, Sara Kuzmarov)
UPDATE: “The Label” (02/24/19)

03/10/19 “The Chairman” – an interview with Jerome Powell, chairman of the Federal Reserve. Topics include: U.S. economy, 
interest rates, the 2008 financial crisis, whether President Trump can fire him and the greatest threats to prosperity. Also 
includes comments from former chairs of the Federal Reserve Ben Bernanke and Janet Yellen. (See also: “The 
Chairman”, OAD: 03/15/09 and “The Chairman”, OAD: 12/05/10) (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry Schuster)
“ACLU” – a report on the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), considered the premier defender of the U.S. 
Constitution and the Bill of Rights, and the new direction it’s taken since the election of President Donald Trump. The 
ACLU has formed a new grassroots mobilization program -- “People Power”, modeled after methods employed by the 
National Rifle Association (NRA); and has become more involved in candidate races, leading to concerns that the ACLU 
has become an advocacy organization. Includes interviews with: Anthony Romero, executive director, ACLU; David 
Cole, national legal director, ACLU; Faiz Shakir, political director, ACLU - who recently announced his departure; and 
Ira Glasser, former executive director, ACLU - who believes that the ACLU’s involvement in candidate races has crossed 
the line into partisanship and is strategically weakening its mission. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari Finkelstein)
“Genetic Revolution” – a report on a clinical trial for sickle cell anemia at the National Institutes of Health (NIH). It 
affects a hundred thousand people in the United States, mostly African-Americans. Utilizing gene therapy, which locates 
and fixes the genes responsible for different diseases, doctors and scientists are hoping to find a cure for the painful, 
chronic and often deadly disease. Includes interviews with: Jennelle Stephenson, patient; Ray Stephenson, Jennelle’s 
father; Dr. John Tisdale, hematologist; and Dr. Francis Collins, director, National Institutes of Health (NIH). (C: Dr. Jon 
LaPook – P: Denise Schrier-Cetta, Megan Kelty)
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60 MINUTES (continued)

03/17/19 “Targeting Americans” – a report on American officials who worked in China and developed serious brain injuries 
causing impaired vision, memory loss and other neurologic symptoms; believed to be the result of secret attacks by a 
weapon that leaves no trace. The FBI is investigating whether Americans who served abroad and their families were the 
targets of a “…high-powered microwave system weapon…, designed to bathe a target’s living quarters in microwaves.” 
Their symptoms match those impacted at the U.S. embassy in Cuba during 2016-17. According to intelligence sources, 
Cuba, China and Russia are suspects. Includes interviews with: Mark Lenzi, State Department security officer who 
worked at the U.S. consulate in Guangzhou, China; Catherine Werner, U.S. Commerce Department trade officer in 
Guangzhou; Mike Beck, former NSA employee stationed overseas in the 1990s, who eventually developed Parkinson’s 
disease; Dr. Teena Shetty, Mark Lenzi’s neurologist; Robyn Garfield, Commerce Department trade officer who was 
posted in Shanghai; and Britta Garfield, Robyn’s wife. Both Robyn and Britta are enrolled in the study at the University 
of Pennsylvania Center for Brain Injury and Repair. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Michael Rey, Oriana Zill de Granados, Robert 
G. Anderson)
“Billionaire on the Bus” – an interview with / report on AOL co-founder and billionaire investor Steve Case, who says 
Middle America is being ignored when it comes to venture capital investment. Case raised $115 million to create the 
“Rise of the Rest” fund. He and his team travel by bus to small towns and cities in the middle of the country to meet 
entrepreneurs in pitch competitions. Includes an interview with J.D. Vance, author of “Hillbilly Elegy” and Case’s 
partner in the “Rise of the Rest” fund. Also includes comments from: Jonathan Webb, Kentucky native who wants to 
build high tech greenhouses; and Jacob Hsu, president of Catalyte, a Baltimore company that developed an artificial 
intelligence test to identify people with aptitude for software development. (See also: “The Giving Pledge”, OAD: 
11/17/13) (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: Katy Textor)
“Monaco” – a report on the principality of Monaco, the smallest country outside the Vatican. Known as a tax haven, it 
is home to more multi-millionaires per square foot than any other country. In America, it became associated with 
glamour when movie star Grace Kelly married Prince Rainier III and became Princess of Monaco in the 1950s; her son, 
Albert II, is the reigning monarch. Includes interviews with: Steven Saltzman, longtime resident; Yann-Antony Noghes, 
citizen of Monaco; His Serene Highness, Prince Albert II of Monaco; Pieter van Naeltwijck, real estate broker; and 
Flavio Briatore, Italian businessman and nightclub owner. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: David M. Levine, Michael H. 
Gavshon)
UPDATE: “Lumber Liquidators” (OAD: 03/01/15)

03/24/19 “The Mueller Report” - headlines from Special Counsel Robert Mueller's investigation of Russian interference in the 
2016 election. (C: Scott Pelley)
“Pegasus” – a report on the growing, shadowy global market of cyber espionage, focusing specifically on the secretive 
and controversial NSO Group, headquartered in Herzliya, Israel. NSO developed a hacking tool that can break into just 
about any smartphone and licenses this software, called Pegasus, to intelligence and law enforcement agencies 
worldwide. Problems arise when the software, used to infiltrate the encrypted phones and apps of criminals and 
terrorists, is deployed by governments to crush dissent; therefore, linking it to human rights abuses, unethical 
surveillance and the murder of Saudi Arabian critic and columnist Jamal Khashoggi. Includes interviews with: Shalev 
Hulio, co-founder and CEO, NSO Group; Ghanem Almasarir, a Saudi comic living in London, who is critical of Crown 
Prince Mohammed bin Salman; Ron Deibert, director of Citizen Lab, a human rights watchdog at the University of 
Toronto; Bill Marczak, researcher and computer scientist, Citizen Lab; and Tami Shachar, co-president, NSO Group. 
(C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shachar Bar-On)
“All Bets Are On!” – a report on legalized sports gambling, which has become more widespread since the May 2018 
Supreme Court decision, which overturned a federal law and ruled that it was up to the states to decide whether or not to 
legalize sports betting. Supporters cite new possibilities for fan engagement, increased revenues for sports leagues, 
betting during games; critics worry about increased opportunity for gamblers to corrupt unpaid college athletes. 
Includes interviews with: Ryan Rodenberg, law professor, Florida State University, who specializes in sports gambling; 
Mike Hamrick, athletic director, Marshall University, West Virginia; Joe Asher, U.S. CEO, William Hill, a British-
based company that runs the biggest sports gambling operation in Nevada; and Adam Silver, NBA Commissioner, 
proponent of legalized gambling. (C: Jon Wertheim – P: Rome Hartman, Sara Kuzmarov)
“Samuel L. Jackson” – an interview / profile of actor Samuel L. Jackson. Includes comments from his wife, actor 
LaTanya Richardson. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Michael Karzis)
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60 MINUTES (continued)

03/31/19 “Survivors’ Network” – an interview / profile of Sandy and Lonnie Phillips, whose daughter Jessica Ghawi was 
murdered in a mass shooting at a movie theater in Aurora, Colorado in 2012. They both quit their jobs and now travel 
around the country to the sites of mass shootings, devoting their lives to helping survivors and families affected. Their 
nonprofit, “Survivors Empowered”, offers advice, kinship and practical information. Includes interviews with: Annika 
and Mitch Dworet, whose son Nicholas was murdered in Parkland, Florida; Shanna Caputo, who survived the mass 
shooting at a music festival in Las Vegas, Nevada and now helps survivors of a bar shooting in Thousand Oaks, 
California. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Nichole Marks)
“Pleistocene Park” – a report on Sergey Zimov, a Russian geophysicist, who decades ago warned that frozen soil -- 
permafrost -- contained enough greenhouse gas to pose a threat to the climate if it ever melted. Now that global 
warming is thawing the Arctic permafrost, Zimov hopes to recreate the Ice Age in an area he named Pleistocene Park in 
Siberia. The Zimovs project aims to cool the permafrost by returning the land to its Ice Age appearance and reviving the 
extinct woolly mammoth using DNA. Interviewed: Sergey Zimov; Max Holmes, leading climate scientist and deputy 
director at the Woods Hole Research Center in Massachusetts; Nikita Zimov, Sergey’s son; George Church, geneticist 
at Harvard University, who is assisting the Zimovs. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry Schuster)
“The Rock” – a report on a two-year old prison reform experiment at Cheshire Correctional Institution, The Rock, in 
Cheshire, Connecticut. The two-year old program is based on the German prison system, where the main objective is 
rehabilitation and the recidivism rate is about half that of the United States. Called T.R.U.E., which stands for truthful, 
respectful, understanding and elevating to success, the wing houses fifty inmates and is based on therapy for eighteen to 
twenty-five year olds. Interviewed: Shyquinn Dix, former T.R.U.E. participant who is now a student-athlete at the 
University of Maine at Presque Isle; Scott Erfe, warden, Cheshire Correctional Institution; Lieutenant Daniel Quinn; 
Lieutenant Ashley McCarthy; James Vassar, corrections officer who helped Dix; Festim Shyqeriu, inmate; Isschar 
Howard, mentor in the T.R.U.E. program. (Includes footage from “Crime and Punishment”, OAD: 04/03/16) (See also: 
“Crime and Punishment”, OAD: 04/03/16) (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Marc Lieberman, Ali Rawaf)

48 HOURS

03/02/19 48 HOURS: “Fatal Crossing” – an investigation into the mysterious circumstances surrounding the 2008 death of 
Kadie Major and her 10-month-old daughter River Lynn. Major was found along railroad tracks; River Lynn was found 
in a nearby pond in Moncks Corner, South Carolina. Rick Ollic, of the Berkeley County Sheriff’s Office, was the 
original investigator in charge. Ollic believed it was a murder-suicide and said a note found in Major’s pocket was 
evidence of her delusion. Major’s family never believed she was delusional or that she would take her own life; Major 
was five months pregnant. Husband Aaron Major reacted oddly to her death and was at one point a suspect. Kadie 
Major’s mother, Vicky Hall, vowed to get to the bottom of what happened and pressured investigators; Hall started her 
own investigation. In 2015, a 48 HOURS producer asked about the stalled investigation. Hall hired private investigator 
Jessica Sanders to help prove the case was not a murder-suicide; she believes there were plenty of clues missed in the 
original investigation. 48 HOURS approached the new Berkeley County Sheriff Duane Lewis. He asked his newly 
formed cold case squad to investigate. A decade after her daughter’s death, Hall finally got her chance to talk with 
detectives about her case. In September 2018, Lewis announced the case had been reopened. (C: Peter Van Sant – P: 
Liza Finley, Ryan N. Smith)
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48 HOURS (continued)

03/09/19 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “Trafficked” (9:00 – 10:00p) - a revised examination of sex trafficking through the 
eyes of survivor Alyssa Beck and the vast array of people who tried to help her – from law enforcement and her family, 
to the legal system and child advocates. In 2010, Beck was a 15-year-old Jacksonville, Florida runaway, who ran right 
into the hands of a violent sex trafficking group. She was living in a juvenile detention home when another young 
woman convinced her to run away with her. She ended up trapped in a hotel room, being beaten and having men pay 
money to do whatever they wanted to do to her. She recounts her battle to survive, how she escaped, her struggle to stay 
away from that life and her world today. The details Beck provided led to the arrest of seven people and the mastermind 
behind the ring, Ian Seth Gordon, who was given one of the first life sentences ever handed down in the case of a sex 
trafficker in this country. Also, actor Ashton Kutcher discusses his non-profit, Thorn, which has developed software 
used by law enforcement to identify potential victims and abusers, and disrupt groups like the one that had held Beck 
captive. Original on-screen text graphic: For more information about Thorn go to www.weareThorn.org. On-screen 
text graphic for the 03/09/19 revised rebroadcast: In April 2018, the FBI shut down backpage.com, charging several 
of its officials with sex trafficking of minors.  Interviewed: Alyssa Beck; Special Agent Courtney Harrison, Heather 
Beck (Alyssa’s mother); Shannon Schott (juvenile justice expert, Beck’s attorney); Lawanda Ravoira (works with girls 
who are sex trafficked); Mac Heavener (prosecutor); Richard Trew (detective); Judge Marcia Morales Howard; and 
Ashton Kutcher. (C: Michelle Miller – P: Chris Young Ritzen) (OAD: 03/31/18)

03/09/19 48 HOURS: “Out of Reach” (10:00 - 11:00p) – a report on the investigation of the 30-year-old murder of Carolyn 
Abel, an American teacher, living and working in South Korea at the time of her death. A loophole in American laws 
may have allowed the prime suspect in her murder to avoid punishment. In 1988, Abel, an English teacher, was found 
murdered in her apartment in what looked like a robbery gone bad. John Boatwright, a chief of detectives from the 
Army’s Criminal Investigation Division was asked to help the South Korean investigators. He received a tip to 
interview the two Americans who found the body: Sandra Ames and Kathy Patrick. Ames told him Patrick had 
confessed to killing Abel, as there may have been an unreciprocated romantic angle, and that the two of them returned 
to the crime scene to make it look like a robbery. Ames pleaded guilty to several crimes tied to the cover-up. Patrick left 
South Korea before investigators could question her. Investigators in the two countries are certain Patrick murdered 
Carolyn Abel. South Korean officials issued a warrant for Patrick’s arrest, but U.S. officials were powerless to enforce 
it because the two countries lacked an extradition treaty at the time. Kathy Patrick now works as a student advisor at 
Western Washington University. When approached, she denied any wrongdoing. Thanks to the Abel family’s lobbing 
efforts, in 1994, Congress passed a law which allows the U.S. prosecution of U.S. nationals who kill other Americans in 
foreign countries. But in the Abel case, a trial seems highly unlikely; in South Korea the statute of limitations has 
expired and there is no evidence. On-screen text graphic: The law that Carolyn Abel’s family helped pass has led to 
three successful murder prosecutions. Interviewed. Tamara Doak, Nancy Bercaw (friends/work colleagues); Sandra 
Ames (work college/suspect); Kathy Patrick (work colleague/killer?); Wanda Abel (Carolyn’s sister); Tomoyuki 
Ayagaki (Carolyn’s boyfriend); John Boatwright (Chief of Detectives, Army Criminal Investigation Division); Steven 
Schroeder (retired Assistant U.S. Attorney). (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Chris O’Donnell, Lauren Clark)
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48 HOURS (continued)

03/16/19 48 HOURS: “The Shape of a Killer” - a report on three murders in Austin, Texas, which police believed initially were 
the work of a serial killer. The investigation led to an unexpected break. Beloved choir teacher Kathy Blair, was 
murdered in her home during an apparent robbery, but there was no physical evidence. A neighbor who happened to be 
walking on Kathy’s street, testing out a thermal imaging scope, recorded the nighttime movements of a stranger and 
informed the police. Nine days later, retired elderly couple Billie and Sidney Shelton were found dead in their home 
under similar circumstances. The victims did not know each other, but police eventually found a connection between 
them. Tim Parlin, a career ex-con, pawned jewelry belonging to Kathy and also knew the Shelton’s from church. The 
car he was using tested positive for Kathy Blair’s blood. He denied murdering anyone, but led the police to Shawn 
Gant-Benalcazar from Galveston. He agreed to an interview. One of the detectives matched the gait to Gant-Benalcazar 
to the person on the recording. Gant-Benalcazar admitted to the murders. After a mistrial, Gant-Benalcazar was 
convicted of the capital murder of Kathy Blair and is serving life in prison without parole. In a separate trial, Palin was 
also convicted of capital murder, and is serving the same sentence. Interviewed: Kirsten Mathiesen (Kathy’s sister); 
Barbara Szalay (mother of choir student); Kristen DeGroot (choir student); Derek Israel and Kerry Scanlon (detectives); 
Rob Leef (thermo image neighbor); Dow Kortla (home nurse); Andrea Austin and David Levingston (Assistant District 
Attorneys); Shawn Gant-Benalcazar; Tim Parlin. (C: Maureen Maher – P: James Stolz, Jaime Hellman)

03/23/19 48 HOURS: “Karrie’s Choice” - a report on the death of Michele Neurauter – a parent in the midst of a bitter custody 
battle who was possibly killed by her daughter. In 2017 Michele Neurauter was found hanging in her home in Corning, 
New York in what appeared to be a suicide. Police were troubled because a rope mark was found on her chin. Michele’s 
mother, Jeanne Laundy, pointed the finger at Michele’s ex-husband, Lloyd Neurauter, though he was in California at the 
time. Police later learned he stopped less than 100 miles away from the crime scene before he flew to California, 
helping his daughter Karrie move into a new apartment in Rochester, New York. Police began listening in to their 
conversations, which led to the father and daughter being charged with murder months later. The investigation revealed 
Michele had accused Lloyd of trying to turn Karrie against her. Police believed Karrie was manipulated and 
brainwashed. Karrie pleaded guilty to second-degree murder charges. Weeks before the trial, Lloyd plead guilty and 
was sentenced to life without parole. The District Attorney had Karrie’s charges reduced to second-degree manslaughter 
and she was sentenced to 1-3 years in prison. On-screen text graphic: Shortly after her sentencing in December 2018, 
Karrie Neurauter went before the parole board. Her parole application was denied. Karrie will be eligible to apply again 
in February 2020. Interviewed: Brooks Baker (Steuben County District Attorney); Jeanne Laundy (Michele’s mother); 
Cynthia and Mina Raj (mother and daughter friends of the Neurauter’s); Susan Betzjitomir (Michele’s divorce 
attorney); Jon McDivitt (Corning Police Sergeant); Jeff Spaulding (Corning Police Chief); Jeff Heverly (Lieutenant, 
Corning Police); James Volpe (Investigator). (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Christopher Gidez)
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48 HOURS (continued)

03/30/19 48 HOURS: “Widow’s War” - an investigation into the 2008 death of decorated Marine Colonel Michael Stahlman in 
Iraq and his wife’s decade-long quest to have it labeled a homicide. Stahlman was found in his quarters with a gunshot 
wound to his head and died two months later in the hospital. Though his death was ruled a suicide, his wife Kim 
Stahlman and her daughter MacKenna were suspicious about the findings and believed authorities rushed to judgement. 
In the course of her investigation, she made several important alliances: Cilla McCain, an author and advocate for 
bereaved military families; Stuart Bowen, who had been George W. Bush’s special inspector general for Iraq 
reconstruction; and Michael Maloney, a forensics expert who prepared a report on the case. Kim Stahlman believes 
investigators never did a full forensic analysis. More than three years after the shooting, authorities brought in blood 
stain analysis expert Mark Reynolds to examine the case, including Michael Maloney’s report. He saw no evidence of 
homicide in the material provided to him, though Maloney stands by his conclusions. In a statement to 48 HOURS, 
authorities maintained they thoroughly investigated the case and stand by the military medical examiner’s suicide 
finding. McCain and Stahlman are writing a book. On-screen text graphic: Stuart Bowen says the medical examiner 
has agreed to meet with him again at the end of April. Interviewed: Kim Stahlman (widow); MacKenna Stahlman 
(daughter); Suzanna Andres (teenage friend of Michael’s); Gary Morell (former marine); Dave Fuentes (Army 
medic/responded to shooting); Cilla McCain (author/advocate); Michael Maloney (forensics expert); Dr. Mark 
Reynolds (forensic consultant); Stuart Bowen (former inspector general for Iraq reconstruction). (C: Peter Van Sant – P: 
Josh Yager)

CBS NEWS SPECIALS

03/08/19 CBS NEWS SPECIAL: “The Gayle King Interview With R. Kelly” - A one-hour primetime special featuring 
exclusive interviews with embattled R&B singer R. Kelly, along with Azriel Clary and Joycelyn Savage, the two young 
women who live with him. (1) The special includes unaired excerpts of Gayle King’s 80-minute sit-down interview 
with Kelly, which aired earlier in the week on CBS THIS MORNING. (2)  Among the accusations Kelly denies are 10 
sexual abuse charges, holding women against their will, making sex tapes with minors, and running a sex cult. In an 
emotional interview, he maintains his innocence. Attorney Michael Avenatti claims to have DNA evidence to prove it. 
Kelly says he is the victim of a social media smear campaign. Includes interviews with the parents of his two live-in 
girlfriends. In January, the Lifetime series “Surviving R. Kelly,” portrayed him as guilty. Executive producer of the 
series, Dream Hamption, details Kelly’s systematic abuse of young girls. The parents of Clary and Savage believe Kelly 
is abusive; their daughters refute that claim. (3) Erin Moriarty details Kelly’s rise to the top of the music charts, and his 
popularity with women and girls. He married the late singer Aaliyah when she was 15-years-old. Their marriage was 
annulled. In 1996, he married again and had three children. His career soared. His songs were graphic. In 2002, an 
investigation began regarding child pornography. His label dropped while fans remained loyal.  (4) Jericka Duncan 
explores Kelly’s acquittal of child pornography charges in a previous trial. Jim De Rogatis, author of a book about 
Kelly, learned about so-called sex tapes with a minor and turned the evidence over to the police. Singer Sparkle says she 
is the aunt of the girl on the tape jurors never saw. Kelly was also at the center of a number of lawsuits and settlements, 
always denying the allegations. (5) Kevin Frazier explores the long history of singers with bad behavior including Jerry 
Lee Lewis, Elvis Presley, and James Brown; current allegations regarding Ryan Adams and Michael Jackson. 
Interviewed: Michael Avenatti (2); Dream Hampton, executive producer “Surviving R. Kelly”; Asante McGee (Kelly 
girlfriend) (2); Michelle Kramer (mother of victim) (2); Joycelyn Savage and Azriel Clary (current girlfriends) (2); 
Timothy and Jonjelyn Savage (parents) (2); Jem Aswad (senior music editor, Variety) (3); Jovante Cunningham 
(victim) (3); Jim DeRogatis (journalist/author) (4); Sparkle (aka Stephanie Edwards) (backup singer) (4). 
(Correspondents: Gayle King (1) (2); Erin Moriarty (3); Jericka Duncan (4); Kevin Frazier (5) - Executive Producers: 
Diana Miller, Judy Tygard. Directors: Rob Klug, James McGrath)
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CBS NEWS SPECIALS (continued)

03/25/19 CBS NEWS SPECIAL: “The Mueller Report: A Turning Point” –  a news special detailing the findings of the 
Mueller Report, a two-year investigation into President Donald Trump, his aides, allies, and associates; if he and his 
campaign coordinated with the Kremlin to win the White House; and if the president obstructed justice. Questions about 
why Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s inability exonerate the President on obstruction of justice is examined, as well as 
what is ahead in Washington, and the ongoing investigation by the Southern District of New York. (1) A summary of 
the report by Attorney General William Barr details there is confirmation Russia did meddle in the 2016 election, but 
there was no collusion. The special counsel was not able to exonerate the President on obstruction of justice, leaving the 
decision to Attorney General Barr, who concluded the President did not. (2) Mr. Trump encouraged a foreign 
adversarial leader to meddle during the campaign; Clinton and Podesta emails were dumped; the Democratic Party was 
hacked; the Trump/Billy Bush interview resurfaced; and WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange controlled the news cycle, 
shifting the course of the election. (3) Vladimir Putin has a deep dislike for American democracy and Hillary Clinton. 
The 2016 election was a catalyst for thousands of fake social media posts and the so-called “Troll Factory,” there was 
much interference and thirteen people were charged by Mueller. (4) The famous June 2016 meeting at Trump Tower 
with Natalia Veselnitskaya to gather dirt on Hillary Clinton was to many a classic spy maneuver designed to cause 
havoc, gain intelligence and serve as a reminder of the Kremlin’s reach. (5) After the election, Trump was warned by 
President Obama about Michael Flynn, but appointed him as his National Security Advisor. Flynn admitted to 
negotiating with Russia before Trump took office. A meeting with FBI Director James Comey about Flynn ultimately 
led to Comey being fired and new acting FBI Director Andrew McCabe to open two investigations: Trump’s possible 
obstruction of the Russian investigation and whether he was acting as an agent of Russia. (6) An interview with one of 
the many lawyers on Trump’s legal team: Ty Cobb, who counseled his client about restraint. (7) Michael Cohen, 
Trump’s personal attorney and self-admitted “fixer”, became an informant. His knowledge of the inner workings of the 
Trump organization and co-operation after pleading guilty to making illegal donations supplied the Southern District of 
New York with information. It could take several years to investigate. Critics of Cohen say he is trying to get his 
sentence reduced. (8) The state of politics in Washington for the next two years: Republicans are declaring victory, 
while Democrats say there is plenty for them to investigate. (9) The founding fathers, the Constitution, and the spirit of 
democracy. Anchor: Jeff Glor. Correspondents: Paula Reid (1, 4); Norah O’Donnell (2); Elizabeth Palmer (3); Scott 
Pelley (5); Major Garrett (6); Jeff Pegues (7); Nancy Cordes (8); John Dickerson (9). Interviewed: (1) Kim Wehle 
(former Whitewater investigator/CBS News contributor; (2) Glenn Caplin (communications specialist, Clinton 
campaign), Jerome Corsi (conservative writer); (3) Lyudmila Savchuk, Ivan Pavolv (Savchuck’s attorney); Ben Nimmo 
(disinformation expert, Digital forensic Research Lab); (4) John Sipher (former CIA official), Michael Morell (former 
acting director of the CIA/CBS News consultant); (5) Andrew McCabe (former acting director, FBI); (6) Ty Cobb 
(President Trump’s lawyer); (7) Richard Signorelli (former assistant U.S. Attorney in the Southern District of New 
York); (8) Rep. Jerry Nadler (D-NY); Rep. Doug Collins (R-GA). (Executive Producer: Guy Campanile. Producers: 
Mead Stone; Arden Farhi; Andy Triay; Michael Rey; Oriana Zill De Granados; Emily Gordon; Erin Horan; Randall 
Joyce; Svetlana Berdnikova; Daria Litvinova; Andy Triay; Robert Anderson; Pat Milton; Aaron Weisz; Andrew Bast; 
Julia Kimani Burnham; John Nolen; Rebecca Kaplan; Joe Long.)
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CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIAL

03/31/19 “Religion & Identity in Young America” - This interfaith special talks to Sikh, Muslim and Jewish students about the 
ways they choose to live out their faith as they encounter a culture of ignorance, fear and malice in their everyday. 
Children are often overlooked as stakeholders in conversations about what it means to live in a fair and safe society. 
With hate crimes on the rise, so are incidences of bullying and harassment. The way this affects young religious 
minorities and their understanding of their own identity is profound. Featured: (1) Following the Tree of Life 
Synagogue shooting in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Rose Cohen vowed to begin wearing a kippah (Jewish head covering) 
to remind people to remember the attack once it faded out of the news cycle. In New York City, where Cohen attends 
public school, hate speech incidents have spiked in recent years, Cohen also hopes to inspire everyday conversations 
about identity and teaches K1 kids at her synagogue. Rabbi Lauren Grabelle Herrmann of the Society for the 
Advancement of Judaism, is also featured. (2)  In the last two years, anti-Muslim bias incidents rose, fueled in part by 
Islamophobia and the Trump administration’s restrictions on immigration from Muslim-majority countries. Noor 
Bowman is a junior at a private high school in Philadelphia, PA. As a young, black Muslim she navigates a world where 
there is a great deal of fear and ignorance about her community. Kameelah Rashad, founder of the Muslim Wellness 
Foundation, discusses her concern for the members of the post-9/11 generation. (3) Akashdeep Singh is a junior at a 
public high school in New Jersey. As a Sikh, he was subjected to relentless bullying throughout elementary school. He 
shares, along with his mother Dapinder Kaur Ahluwalia, his experiences and how he overcame this period with the help 
of his religious community. He regularly attends the Guru Nanak Mission, a gurdwara or Sikh house of worship. The 
gurdwara offers a comprehensive Sunday school program called Sikh Academy for Gurmat Education (SAGE) and is 
overseen by Principal Sandeep Singh, who explains why SAGE is important in the formation of the identity of Sikh 
children before they come of age. Muninder Kaur Ahluwalia, Ph.D. is an associate professor at Montclair State 
University; she discusses the psychological impact of oppressive acts against religious minorities, and why prevention is 
key. (Narrator: Rolland Smith. Producer, Writer & Director: Elizabeth Kineke. Associate Producer: Jennie Kamin. 
Produced in Consultation with the Following Scholars: Mara Benjamin, Asad Dandia, Kameelah Rashad, Simran Jeet 
Singh. With Additional Consultation from Catholic, Muslim, Jewish, Sikh & Christian scholars, interfaith leaders & 
clergy.)

* * * * *


